Introduction to the Special Thematic Symposium on the Ethics of Controversial Introduction
Over the past twenty years impactful research has been carried out in the field of consumer and marketing ethics (Hunt and Vitell, 2006; Nwachukwu et al., 1997; Vitell, 2001; Vitell, 2003; Vitell et al., 2001; Vitell et al., 2009 ), yet research on specific areas of advertising ethics remains limited. Ethical issues in advertising have been explored particularly in relation to matters of deception (Polonsky et al., 1998; Spurgin, 2003) , representation (Sandikci, 2001; Schroeder and Borgerson, 2005) , targeting of vulnerable populations (Nairn and Berthon, 2003; Bakir and Vitell, 2010) , the morality of advertising and advertising professionals (Maes et al., 1998; Shaver, 2003; Beltramini, 2006) , advertising of contentious products (Wilson and West, 1981; Wong, 1996; Fam and Waller, 2003) , advertising as persuasive ideology (Hackley and Kitchen, 1999; Cunningham, 2003) , and also in works which seek to provide a vision for the characteristics of responsible ads (Hyman, 2009) .
Similarly, controversial advertising has received limited research attention.
Controversial advertising can be defined as advertising which aims to shock or offend audiences through the violation of norms, and such ads are perceived by audiences to be provocative or obscene (Dahl et al., 2003) . Controversial advertising may involve the advertising of products perceived as controversial in their own right, the usage of advertising appeals such as sex and fear (Benet et al., 1993; Camenisch, 1991; Henthorne and LaTour, 1995; Waller, 2006) , and execution styles which are perceived as controversial or ethically contentious (Waller, 2006; Nebenzahl and Jaffe, 1998) . Indeed, few journals have devoted specific attention to the ethical issues involved in controversial advertising, with the exception of a 2008 special issue of the Journal of Marketing Communications (cf. Erdogan, 2008; Dens et al., 2008) . This scarcity of research on controversial advertising persists despite developments in digital technologies, and the impact they have had on mediascapes (Appadurai, 1990) and the increased use of online platforms for controversial advertising purposes.
Evidence of the increased incidence of controversial online advertising is reflected on social media companies' policies regarding such ads. In its AdSense programme, for example, Google (2015) presents sixteen advertising categories (e.g., sexuality, cosmetic procedures and body modification, astrology and religion) and two restricted categories (i.e. alcohol, and gambling and betting), which are considered sensitive.
Consumers can then 'block' such ad categories in order to reduce the potential for exposure to such controversial advertising messages (Google, 2015) .
Furthermore, while some researchers have addressed the ethics of electronic commerce practices (Charters, 2002; Palmer, 2005; Stead and Gilbert, 2001) , and other business ethics issues brought about by recent technological developments (Linton and Walsh, 2012) , hardly any research has focused on controversial advertising on social media, despite the fact that ad spend on those platforms has risen considerably in recent years (eMarketer, 2014) , and that consumers want better ethics in online advertising (Snyder, 2011) .
All of these research gaps provided the impetus for this special thematic symposium in the Journal of Business Ethics, which aimed to draw additional research attention to the use of controversial advertising in online platforms. Thus, this symposium is at the intersection of consumer ethics, e-marketing and controversial advertising, and provides new insights into the ethical issues associated with the use of controversial advertising online, as well as on consumers' responses to such online ads.
Contents of the symposium
The special thematic symposium consists of two papers, which address diverse aspects of controversial online advertising and consumer responses to such ads.
The first article by Ouidade Sabri investigates issues related to the use of controversial taboo appeals (i.e. sexuality and death) in online viral communication, and the impact of different media contexts (i.e. press versus social media) on the effectiveness of such controversial taboo ads. The author uses an experimental design involving a 2x2 between-subject experiment with a sample of French respondents, which is then replicated for external validity purposes. The results highlight that the communication medium influences consumers' perceptions of the tabooness level of a controversial ad, as well as perceived subjective norms. In particular, the author's study shows that consumers downplay the tabooness of a viral controversial ad placed on a social networking site compared to that of an ad embedded in a press article. The study also suggests that controversial viral advertising does not contribute to building favourable brand attitudes and purchase intentions. Concurrently, the author highlights the importance of subjective norms in an online context, where perceptions of the tabooness of an ad are shaped by friends who share the online ad content. The study yields a number of ethical implications and highlights the need for additional regulations and policies on online viral advertising.
The second study by Selma Kadic-Maglajlic and colleagues examines social media advertising executed with controversial sexual appeals, and focuses on a number of antecedents and outcomes. Specifically, the study examines the role of ethical judgment and religious commitment in shaping consumers' controversial ad perceptions on a social networking site, which in turn impacts attitude towards the ad, attitude towards the brand, and purchase intentions. The authors use a quantitative research design and conduct their study in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and employ structural equations modelling to analyse the data. Research results shed light on the moderating role of religious commitment, suggesting that even though a controversial ad on Facebook is perceived as ethically acceptable, consumers with a high level of religious commitment will still perceived it as controversial. Additionally, the authors find that controversial ad perceptions shape attitude towards the ad as well as purchase intentions, and outline a number of implications for both academic researchers and advertisers who seek to improve advertising effectiveness without shocking consumers.
Both papers contribute to an area of enquiry that has remained considerably underresearched. They highlight key theoretical and practical implications, and the need for further consideration of the ethics of controversial advertising. The special thematic symposium represents an initial attempt to address this topical research area and we hope it will stimulate further research on controversial advertising online and its ethical implications.
